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RADIANCE AND EMISSIVITY MEASUREMENTS
OF PATCHES AT A TEMPERATURE OF 37°C.

Pursuant to Contract no. 0002874 of 19/06/2015 agreed between D.Fenstec Srl and the 

CNR Institute of Nanoscience, the following are the results of the optical characterisation 

measurements for samples received from D.Fenstec Srl in the spectral range between 2 and 

24 µm.

The measuring instrument used consists of a spectrometer, with the relevant control software, 

equipped with an MCT/A detector, sensitive within the range 0.8 to 35 µm. The equipment was 

aligned and calibrated using a blackbody source at a temperature of T=37°C in the wavelength 

range 4-14 µm.

A heating element was used as both a reference blackbody source and as an oven for warming 

the samples.

For the measurements in question, two identical substrates of material opaque to IR radiation 

were used. Subsequently two samples of untreated patches supplied by D.Fenstec Srl were 

applied to both substrates. On only one of these a certain quantity of powder was deposited 

in such a way as to cover the whole surface of the patch. The two substrates obtained in this 

way were heated and kept at a temperature of 37°C by means of the heating element with 

thermostatic control. At this temperature, a spectrum in the wavelength range between 2 and 

24 µm was obtained, for the sample with the powder as well as for the one without, and the 

two spectrums were compared.

The measurements for each sample were repeated on three different days in order to ascertain 

the repeatability of the results. The graphs below show the trends, in terms of both spectral 

radiance (Fig.1) and emissivity (Fig.2), recorded for the two samples.
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Fig. 1

Spectral radiance at T=37° C: patch without powder 

(black), patch with powder (red).

Fig. 2

Emissivity at T=37° C: patch without powder (black), patch 

with powder (red). The emissivity values shown refer to 

measurement with the blackbody source prepared in the 

laboratory.

The results obtained for the sample patch with powder demonstrate a spectral radiance 

which, within the spectral range between 7.5 and 13 µm, is higher than the sample patch 

without powder by 5·10-4 W/cm2. In addition, in relation to the blackbody prepared by us for 

this type of measurement, the patch with powder proves to have higher emissivity than the 

sample without powder over almost all of the wavelength range between 4 and 14 µm, with a 

deviation of (0.05±0.02) at the 10.8 µm wavelength.

Pisa, 07/07/2015 Prof. Mauro Tonelli

Pisa: NEST, Piazza San Silvestro 12, I-56127 Pisa, Italy, tel. (+39)050509-418, fax -417 (direzione)
Lecce: NNL, Via Arnesano, I-73100 Lecce, Italy, tel. (+39)0832298-205, fax -238
Modena: S3, Via Campi 213A, I-41125 Modena, tel.+39-0592055-629, fax -651
Unità trasversale di supporto: Corso Perrone 24, 16152 Genova, tel. (+39)01065-98750, fax -06302
Partita IVA IT 02118311006 – C.F. 80054330586
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Messrs. D.Fenstec® S.r.l.

Viale Verona 74, 36077 Altavilla Vicentina

Attn.: Mr. Gaetano Bertinato

SUBJECT: Clarification on the “Radiance and emissivity measurements of 
patches at a temperature of 37°C” report dated 07/07/2015.

In reply to your request, please find below further clarification on the results contained in the 

“Radiance and emissivity measurements of patches at a temperature of 37°C” report dated 

07/07/2015 (Contract No. 0002874 dated 19/06/2015 between D.Fenstec Srl and Istituto 

Nanoscienze del Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche).

1. The full spectral radiance, calculated over the wavelength range between 7.5 and 13 

µm, for the sample patch with powder prepared by us proves to be 3% greater than the 

corresponding full radiance calculated for the sample patch without powder.

2. The emissivity value at the wavelength of 10.8 µm for the sample patch with powder 

prepared by us proves to be 5% greater than the emissivity value of the patch without 

powder at the same wavelength. In other words, the energy emitted by the patch with 

powder at the wavelength of 10.8 µm is 5% higher than that emitted by the patch without 

powder at the same wavelength.

3. The sample patch with powder prepared by us shows an emissivity of around 100% in the 

range 7-11 µm.

Pisa, 16/07/2015 Prof. Mauro Tonelli
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ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTS OF FIR TECHNOLOGY ON THE MICROCIRCULATION 
BY CAPILLAROSCOPY (BY APPLICATION OF FIT MINERALS)
Dr. F.Battistella, Director of Human Performance Lab (Milan)

Dr. M.Scarpellini, Director of Rheumatology Operative Unit, Hospital of Magenta

INTRODUCTION: scientific studies based on spectroscopy have shown that a special composition 

of minerals (metal dioxides) in powder form, called AT5.05, is able to refract the far infrared 

portion (between 4-21 micron) of the infrared spectrum (see CNR study). According to recent 

scientific theories, use of this technology can therefore be applied to the human body, exploiting 

the refractivity of the infrared rays normally emitted with the dispersal of body heat. This would 

cause a change in the microcirculation of surface tissue with presumed improvement of the 

various muscle functions.

PURPOSE OF THE WORK: to assess any effects of using FIR technology through direct application 

on the skin of the metal dioxide compound AT5.05 contained in the FIT plaster. It was therefore 

decided to evaluate the effect that it can have on the skin microcirculation, planning a complex 

scientific study divided up into more than one stage. The first stage is based on the use of video-

capillaroscopy, while the second phase is based on the use of laser Doppler flowmetry.

STUDY DESIGN STAGE I: double blind randomised observational clinical study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS:

Capillaroscopy is a scientifically validated and standardised technique, which allows direct 

observation of the skin microcirculation.

Capillaroscopy is a non-invasive, fast method that is fundamental in diagnosing many multiorgan 

autoimmune pathologies characterised in particular by microvascular alterations.

The capillaroscopic examination provides access to a fascinating morphological dimension of the 

architecture of the cutaneous capillary network. This method also allows the effect of specific 

therapies to be monitored, checking the response to drugs directly at microvascular level.

Capillaroscopy is not only a morphological microscopic method for assessing skin surface 

capillaries, but can also be used in combination with more sophisticated technologies for 
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physiological and pharmacological studies measuring, for example, the speed of the erythrocytes 

in the microvessels, blood pressure, the permeability of the microvessels and when using laser-

Doppler flowmetry.

We have therefore planned an observational clinical study through periungual videocapillaroscopy 

of the hand, recruiting 20 healthy volunteers (age 25-60 years).

The criteria of exclusion from the study were: patients with risk factors of micro/macro angiopathy, 

patients currently undergoing pharmacological therapies, patients with cardiocirculatory 

pathologies, autoimmune and rheumatologic pathologies and in general patients with any illness 

in progress. Patients with pathological periungual capillaroscopic picture.

The experiment started with a standard capillaroscopic examination carried out by video 

capillaroscope (Video-Cap) of the periungual site of the non-dominant hand, with 100X enlargement 

and with application of linseed oil to eliminate the refraction of the air.

Fig.1 – video capillaroscope (Video-Cap)
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Fig.2 - Basic capillaroscopic examination

All the parameters that are normally examined to establish the state of normality of the basic 

periungual microcirculation were then assessed.

These parameters were:

• Degree of visibility

• Planes of visibility (normal range 2-3)

• Number of loops per mm2 (normal range 14-17)

• Diameter of the loops (normal range 4-14 µ)

• Length of the capillary loops (normal range 100-300 µ)

• A/V ratio between arterial and venous arm (normal range 1.2-1.3)

• Colour of the loops (normal scarlet red)

• Arrangement of the loops in relation to the dermal papillae

• Shape of the capillary loops

• Distance between loop and dermal papilla

• Venous plexus

• Colour of the venous plexus

• Colour of the interstitial connective tissue (vessel bed)
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The skin temperature on the back of the hand was also measured continuously by laser thermal 

camera to record any changes in temperature during the experiment.

Fig.3-4 – Temperature measurement with laser thermal camera.

Approximately 10 minutes after the first capillaroscopic examination a FIT thermal plaster 

was applied onto the dorsal skin of the homolateral forearm and the control capillaroscopic 

examination started approximately 5 minutes after the thermal plaster had been applied.
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Fig.5 – Capillaroscopy after application of the FIT thermal plaster 

and Temperature measurement with laser thermal camera

Being a double blind randomised study, the FIT plasters were only identified by a serial number 

and no operator knew which ones were active, i.e. with the compound AT5.05, and which were 

placebos, i.e. without the compound. Allocation of plasters to be applied to individual volunteers 

for the experiment was random.
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RESULTS: In all 10 cases, in other words 100% of the cases, where the active FIT plaster had been 

applied there was an increase in colour of the interstitial connective tissue, passing from a typical 

pink-violet colour to a more pink-red colour.

Fig.6 - Basic capillaroscopic examination Pt. G.L.

Fig.6 - Capillaroscopic examination post-application active FIT thermal 

plaster Pt. G.L., showing obvious increase in vascularisation.
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In 8 out of 10 cases there was also an assessable visible increase in diameter of both the 

venous and the arterial component of the capillary, with visible increase in the flow rate in 8 

out of 10 cases. In 10 cases in which the placebo thermal plaster had been applied, there was no 

macroscopically significant change.

CONCLUSIONS: the results of the reliable scientific study have shown that with application of the 

mixture of metal dioxides AT5.05 contained in the FIT plaster and exploiting FIR technology, there 

is a statistically significant increase in the skin surface microcirculation. This may involve important 

functional metabolic clinical changes especially in the skin and muscles with improvement of 

muscle efficiency, resistance to muscle fatigue and overall bodily wellbeing.

The only limits of this study are those intrinsic to the actual video-capillaroscopy technique, 

which although the most suitable, non-invasive, sensitive, specific and repeatable technique for 

assessing the surface vessel microcirculation, is a highly qualitative technique.

 Investigator

 Dr. Ferdinando Battistella
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Acta Biomed. 2016 Apr 15;87 Suppl 1:90-4 
Website: www.actabiomedica.it

USE OF A NON-MEDICATED PLASTER IN SHOULDER TENDINOPATHIES

Matteo Ricci, Gian Mario Micheloni, Francesco Perusi, Valentina Rita Corbo, Eugenio Vecchini, Bruno Magnan
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria Integrata, Polo Chirurgico P. Confortini, 
Verona, Italy 
 
Summary. We assessed 20 shoulders with rotator cuff tendinopathy and partial tendon tears treated with FIT® 
plasters (far infrared technology). The criteria for inclusion were pain at night and during active shoulder movement. 
Patients with restricted passive movement (adhesive capsulitis) and complete tendon tears were excluded. Two 
different types of FIT® plasters were used according to the different power of action.
Plasters were replaced after 7 days and dismissed after 15 days. The patients were assessed using the VAS pain scale 
and the Constant Murley score for function. The use of FIT® plasters have shown a certain effectiveness in activation 
of the endogenous analgesic action, with a role in alleviate painful symptoms and improve function in rotator cuff 
tendinopathies, without adverse events. On the base of the safety of this technology and promising results of our 
study, further studies should be encouraged to confirm its effectiveness, increasing the sample number and follow up 
so as to demonstrate definitely that the use of technologies, on which FIT® plasters is based, may be a valid alternative 
as “non-medicated pain relief”. 

Key words: shoulder tendinopathies, non-medicated plaster, topic treatment, FIT® plaster.

INTRODUCTION

Rotator cuff pathology is a common cause of shoulder pain. The differential diagnosis includes 

tendinitis, tendinopathy, subacromial impingement, complete and partial tendon tear and calcific 

tendinopathy.

There is a high incidence of degenerative tendinopathy, which can lead to tendon rupture. Torn 

tendons are due to continual injuries as well as work that involves repetitive movements. Excessive 

mechanical loads are considered the main causes in these degenerative processes.

The aim of conservative treatment, based on physical therapy, is to reinforce the shoulder 

muscles such as the scapula elevators and the humeral head depressors.

To avoid physiotherapy in the initial stages, infrared radiation is used in a wavelength that matches 

the body’s own. This technology has already been widely studied and used to support the therapy 

of various pathologies or to help improve conditions, also as an alternative to pharmacological 

therapy, which is not always effective. Although there is no evidence in literature on the topical 

treatment in this type of pathology, encouraging results have been reported on the use of plasters 

with nitric oxide derivatives, even though the mechanism of action is still be studied [1].

The purpose of our study is to assess the effectiveness of the FIT® (Far Infrared Technology) 

plaster, which reflects the “far” infrared radiation (4-21 micron) emitted by the human body, in 

the treatment of rotator cuff tendinopathy.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Our study assessed 18 patients (20 shoulders), 10 males and 8 females, with rotator cuff tendinopathy 

and partial tendon tears treated with FIT® plasters.

The criteria for inclusion were pain at night and during active shoulder movement. Patients with 

restricted passive movement (adhesive capsulitis) and complete tendon tears were excluded.

Two different types of FIT® plasters were used according to the different power of action: the most 

potent plasters (conventionally coloured white) were used in 10 shoulders and less potent plasters 

(conventionally coloured black) in other 10 shoulders. In each shoulder two plasters of the same type 

(random choice) were applied, 1 in the anterolateral region and 1 in the posterolateral region under the 

acromion.

Two pairs of plasters, black on the one and white on the other side, were applied to two patients 

suffering from bilateral tendinopathies.

The patients were assessed using the VAS pain scale and the Constant Murley score for function.

Plasters were replaced after 7 days and dismissed after 15 days.

Clinical assessment was conducted before the positioning of plasters and at the end of the topical 

therapy.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The analysis considers a total sample of 20 shoulders treated with a patch (“WHITE” or “BLACK”) 

which were evaluated before and after treatment using CMS (Constant Murley Score) and VAS 

(Visual Analogic Scale) scales. Medians and interquartile ranges (IQR: 75°-25° percentile) were 

reported for each phase and evaluation index. The results were reported separately for the two 

patches. The comparison between before and after the treatment was evaluated using paired 

samples Wilcoxon test and considered significant with a p value <0.05 (indicated with * in relation 

to the level of significance). For all statistical processing, the software SPSS v.25 (IBM Statistics 

for Windows) was used.

RESULTS

All the patients treated with FIT® plasters had an increase in Constant Murley score values except 

for one patient with bilateral tendinopathy whose shoulder treated with black plasters recorded 

the same score pre and post application of the plasters. Regarding the VAS pain scale, 4 patients 

had any improvement (3 treated with black plasters and 1 treated with white plasters) while all 

the others reported an improvement in pain symptoms.

Analysing all 20 shoulders treated, the Constant Murley score average prior to application was 

67.05 points (42-82) and at the end of the therapy it was 72.85 points (61-85), showing an 

average increase of 5.8 points. The average VAS score prior to application was 3.95 (2-7) and at 

removal it was 2.5 (1-3), with an average reduction of 1.45. (Tab. 1)
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As far as the 10 patients treated with the black plaster were concerned, the Constant Murley 

score average prior to application was 73 points (56-82) and at the end of the therapy was 

76.7 points (62-85), showing an average increase of 3.7 points. The average VAS score prior to 

application was 3.7 (2-6) and at removal it was 2.6 (1-3), with an average reduction of 1.1. (Tab. 2)

N before CMS after CMS before VaS after VaS

10 73 (11,75) 77 (12,5)* 3,5 (1,25) 3 (1)*

N before CMS after CMS before VaS after VaS

10 61,50 (13,75) 68 (14,25)** 4 (2) 2 (1)**

Table 2 - number of shoulders treated with “BLACK” patch and relative CMS and VAS scores before and after treatment

Table 3 - number of shoulders treated with “WHITE” patch and relative CMS and VAS scores before and after treatment

Figure 1 a,b: Histogram of median values of CMS (a) and VAS (b) before and after the treatment with “BLACK” patches 
The test returns a p=0.011 for CMS and p=0.014 for VAS. There are therefore statistically significant differences 
(*p<0.05) between before and after the treatment in relation to both CMS (Fig. 1a) and VAS (Fig. 1b).

As far as the 10 patients treated with the white plaster were concerned, the Constant Murley 

score average prior to application was 61.1 points (42-73) and at the end of the therapy was 

69 points (61-78), showing an average increase of 7.9 points. The average VAS score prior to 

application was 4.2 (3-7) and at removal it was 2.4 (2-3), with an average reduction of 1.8 (Tab. 3).

N before CMS after CMS Δ CMS before VaS after VaS Δ VAS

20 67.05 72.85 5.8 ↑ 3.95 2.5 1.45 ↓

Table 1 - Average values of CMS and VAS scores before and after treatment with the respective average variation 
(Δ) for all the 20 treated shoulders. The FIT patch induces an increase in function (CMS↑) and a reduction in 
perceived pain (VAS↓).
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FIT plaster was well tolerated by all patients without cases of intolerance (both for the white and 

black patches).

DISCUSSION

FITs are plasters consisting of 100% non-woven polypropylene and an acrylic adhesive mass 

containing a composition of biominerals, in particular metal dioxides (including titanium and 

excluding aluminium), which have the property of reflecting the furthest part of the light spectrum 

within the infrared range (between 4 and 21 µm, with a particular concentration around 11 µm). 

This composition is in powder form and is called AT5.05.

FIT® plasters are recommended for relieving situations of muscular-skeletal discomfort caused 

by the excessive build up of tissue acidosis, from overloading the muscular fibres through quicker 

disposal of lactic acid. They are also recommended in functional recovery processes of the 

muscle tissues affected by contraction due to overload, antalgic contraction and strength deficit 

from over-stress syndromes as they promote relief of the painful symptoms and bring about a 

myorelaxing action on the muscle area in question.

According to recent scientific hypotheses, the technology of FIT® plasters can be applied to 

the human body by taking advantage of reflected infrared radiation, normally emitted by the 

dispersion of body heat, lead to an increase in the skin’s surface microcirculation. There are several 

studies in international scientific literature related to the use of infrared radiation in the “organic” 

wavelength range for pathologies and conditions such as dysmenorrhea [2, 3], fibromyalgia [4], 

chronic pain of psychosomatic origin [5], or even simply for obtaining a better degree of general 

wellbeing [6]. In the research carried out, only the works related to the applications of the far 

infrared in the therapy of muscular-skeletal pain due to causes were selected for the purpose of 

this report.

Although the properties and action mechanism of infrared radiation within the range of organic 

Figure 2 a,b: Histogram of median values of CMS (a) and VAS (b) before and after the treatment with “WHITE” patches
There are also significant differences between before and after the treatment for the “WHITE” patch: p=0.005 for CMS 
(Fig. 2a) and p=0.006 for VAS (Fig. 2b) (**p<0.01).
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wavelengths has been widely studied, there are, however, very few references which report the 

use of a technology similar to that contained in FIT plasters for the above-mentioned applications, 

in support of the innovative nature of these products.

A recent single blind randomized study was carried out on patients with osteoarthritis of the knee 
[7] to evaluate the effectiveness of a plaster containing substances with far-infrared emission on 

the pain and on the ultrasound measurement of any joint effusion.

The patients were randomized into 2 groups, with a plaster containing substances with far-

infrared emission applied to the first group and a placebo plaster to the second. The primary 

endpoint of the study was to assess improvement in pain after one month of treatment, using the 

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS); the secondary endpoints were the evaluation of the pain after one 

week of treatment and analysis of ultrasound results after one month of treatment. While the 

VAS scores both after one week and after one month of treatment were comparable (although 

significantly decreased) between the group being treated with plaster with far-infrared emission 

and the placebo group, in terms of the ultrasound results in the FIR group there was a 40% 

reduction in the number of patients with joint effusions. This reduction was not evident in the 

placebo group, showing that FIR technology may be effectively applied as a non-pharmacological 

alternative in treating pathologies such as osteoarthritis of the knee.

In another double blind randomized study with placebo control [8], the effectiveness of FIR radiation 

on patients with chronic myofascial pain in the neck was evaluated. Patients in the treatment 

group wore a collar device containing ceramic powder with far-infrared emission (cFIR), while 

patients in the control group wore an inert collar device, both for one week. Measurements were 

taken of the pain intensity (through VAS), the quality of sleep, the pressure pain threshold (PPT), 

muscular tone and skin temperature.

After one week of treatment the intensity of the pain was noticeably less in both groups without 

statistically significant differences between the groups. A significant difference was, however, 

recorded in the decrease in muscular rigidity, which was better in the treatment with collar with 

cFIR powder than in the control group, leading to the supposition that long-term treatment could 

be an effective solution for the problem of muscular rigidity, which is typical of these disorders.

Wang et al [9] evaluated the analgesic effect of FIR radiation on patients during post-operative 

care following complete arthroplasty of the knee. The 41 patients taking part in the study 

were randomly assigned to the treatment or to the control group. The pads of material with 

FIR technology were positioned in various specific therapeutic points on each patients in the 

experimental group from the third to the fifth day after the operation. 
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The effectiveness of the analgesia was evaluated using the Numeric Rating Scale (NRS) for pain 

and measuring the serum level of interleukin-6 (IL-6) and endothelin-1 (ET-1). At the end of the 

treatment both the pain and the levels of IL-6 and ET-1 were reduced in the group of patients 

treated with FIR.

For all these reasons it is obvious that the use of infrared radiation in the body’s infrared 

wavelength is a technology widely studied and used to assist and support the therapy of various 

pathologies or to help improve conditions, also as an alternative to pharmacological therapy, 

which is not always effective.

Regarding the technology contained in the FIT® plasters, a number of studies have conducted also 

on the powder AT5.05 firstly to assess its properties and then with application to human beings 

to check its effectiveness in relation to the directions for use declared by the manufacturer.

First of all, a spectroscopic analysis was carried out on the powder at the base of the FIT® plaster 

technology in order to assess its radiance value in the precise wavelength range between 2 and 

24 µm, which includes the range of the body’s infrared radiation (16).

The radiance of the powder within this wavelength range was also measured in temperature range 

between 25°C and 50°C. These preliminary tests show that the radiance of the powder AT5.05 

is not only higher than the radiance of an infrared opaque medium, but also that it increases 

with the temperature increases and the maximum difference in emission is obtained within the 

wavelength range of approximately 9-12 µm (11 µm are considered the emission wavelength of 

the body’s infrared radiation).

We completed this pilot study, whose objective was to study the application of FIT® plasters in 

the treatment of degenerative rotator cuff tendinopathy, on the basis of all that has been stated 

above.

Despite the very small sample of population, results are very encouraging. There was functional 

improvement (Constant Murley score) in 95% of the treated shoulders, while 80% reported 

a benefit in terms of pain relief. As could be expected, the best results in terms of increased 

functionality and less pain were obtained with the white plasters, the more potent type called 

“AT5.06”.

Moreover, patients showed satisfaction to use a device that is easy to position, water-resistant 

and in no way hinders shoulder joint movement, only needing replacement by medical staff after 

7 days.
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CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion the use of FIT® plasters, as support to alleviate painful symptoms and improve 

function in rotator cuff tendinopathies, has so far been studied little in literature, but there are 

preliminary studies on devices with these properties that have shown a certain effectiveness, in 

stimulating activation of the endogenous analgesic action and in particular the absence of adverse 

events. On the base of the safety of this technology and promising results of our study, further 

studies should be encouraged to confirm its effectiveness, increasing the sample number and 

follow up so as to demonstrate definitely that the use of technologies, on which FIT® plasters is 

based, may be a valid alternative as “non-medicated pain relief”.
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THE FIT THERAPY FOR THE TREATMENT OF MUSCULOSKELETAL AND 
NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS RELATED SYMPTOMS: A RETROSPECTIVE 
OBSERVATIONAL STUDY 

Beniamino Palmieri 1, Maria Vadalà 2, Carmen Laurino 3
1,2,3Department of General Surgery and Surgical Specialities, University of Modena and Reggio Emilia. Largo del Pozzo 
71, 41124 Modena (MO). Second Opinion Medical Network, Modena (MO), Italy

Submitted: 02-10-2018 - Revised: 25-07-2019 - Published: 01-09-2019 

ABSTRACT. 
Background: Far Infrared Waves (FIW) with frequency range among few hundreds gigahertz (GHz) and few terahertz 
(THz) display some positive effects on neurological and musculoskeletal disorders. 
Aims and Objectives: Our retrospective observational study describes the benefits observed by the administration of an 
infrared –trapping and focusing plaster (FIT-PATCH) in patients affected by different musculoskeletal and neurological 
symptoms. 
Materials and Methods: 100 patients were retrospectively reviewed through the Second Opinion Medical Network. 
Each patient sticked a FIT-PATCH every 5 days for 1 month upon the skin in the painful/inflamed area. Quality of 
life (QOL) assessment was evaluated by the Short Form-36 (SF-36) health survey questionnaire before starting the 
treatment and after the fourth week and the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) completed the pre-post treatment subjective 
pain record. 
Results: SF-36 showed significantly improvement of the pre-post treatment scores (P < 0.03), pain score (P < 0.02), 
general health score (P < 0.03) and in the emotional component scores (P < 0.03). The VAS pain score was either 
improved (P < 0.02) after plaster administration. No side effects or allergenic skin reactions were reported along the 
study. 
Conclusions: The FIT patches improved the symptoms probably through a mechanism involving the sebaceous/
sweat glands system spreading the fit irradiating infrared THz waves energy, to the surrounding tissues with both 
a thermal and electromagnetic putative effect. The occlusive mechanism of the patch on the skin surface increasing 
the local thermic gradient cannot be adequately supposed to be therapeutically effective, because the FIT patch 
locally applied induces haemodynamic microvascular modification, not only locally but also remote. Thus, the intrinsic 
chemical properties of the FIT formulation absorbs and concentrates the endogenous infrared waves amplifying and 
reverberating them into the underlying tissues near and far, through low-Q-factor helical antennas of the sweat glands 
spreading the energy all over the body. Hence, the claim is that fit basically absorbs and concentrates the endogenous 
infrared waves into the affected districts and accelerates symptoms recovery.

Key words: Infrared therapy; Electromagnetic; Neurological; Musculoskeletal; Patch; Life quality; FIT; Disease

INTRODUCTION

Musculoskeletal and neurological disorders include a wild spectrum of diseases with different 

related symptoms in terms of entity, duration, prognosis that negatively influence life quality of 

patients. Different therapeutic approaches are available, such as pharmacological treatments, 

dietary supplementation, surgery, manual and electro - medical physiotherapy. A new non-

invasive strategy for the treatment of these pathologies, especially in the early stages of the 

disease, consists in the application of non-drugs patches in the affected body area. The system 

essentially consists of two elements: a non-woven polypropylene fabric and an acrylic adhesive. 
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A flexographic printing is performed on the fabric. A percentage of titanium metal dioxides of 

different sizes, called AT5.05, is inserted in the pigments, which reflect the Far Infrared Waves 

(FIW) that the body emits, such as has been demonstrated by some tests performed at the CNR. 

Technology is covered by industrial secrecy. The electromagnetic waves with the frequency range 

spanning from few hundreds of gigahertz (GHz) to few terahertz (THz) are known as terahertz 

waves that correspond to the FIW. The wavelength of the radiation in the THz range corresponds

to a range between 1 mm and 0.1 mm (or 100 μm) and it is not visible to the human eye, since 

it has a wavelength much greater than that perceived by it (visible spectrum). These waves can 

penetrate through wide variety of materials such as plastics, papers and cloths making them an 

alternative to X-rays in many applications such as security screening and non-destructive testing 

and evaluation1. Despite these developments, a thorough study of the interaction of the FIW 

with human skin has yet to be undertaken. More worryingly, evidence of non-thermal biological 

effects of electromagnetic energy in the GHz range is beginning to emerge2-5, suggesting a 

potential mechanism of action in cellular communications. Therefore, it is crucial to understand 

the possible biological effects induced by THz waves on human beings. When the wavelength of 

electromagnetic waves is comparable to the dimension of biological structures, it is important 

to know the electromagnetic wave interaction with these structures and to consider possible 

resonating behaviour. 

This retrospective observational study investigates the effects of an infrared –trapping and 

focusing plaster [(FIT-PATCH), D.FENSTEC s.r.l. Altavilla Vicentina (VI) ITALY)] in a clinical setting 

of different musculoskeletal and neurological symptoms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients

We reviewed medical records (electronic or paper-based) of 100 patients that had appealed to our 

“Second Opinion Medical Consulting Network”, Medical Centre (Modena, Italy), between September 

2017 and March 2018, because of musculoskeletal and neurological disorders. Patients were aged 

over 29 years and were affected at least 6 months by different musculoskeletal (n = 50 patients) 

and neurological disorders (n = 50 patients) predominantly in the neuro – musculoskeletal 

vegetative background with an attested related symptomatology (local pain) and diagnosis. 

The Second Opinion Medical Network is a consultation referral web and Medical Office System 

recruiting a wide panel of real-time available specialists, to whom any patient affected by any 

disease or syndrome and not satisfied with the diagnosis or therapy, can apply for an individual 

clinical audit6. Due to the doctor-patient communication gap, most of the patients usually wander
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around the medical websites looking for proper answers to their health problems. However, this 

search often becomes compulsive and obsessive and is frequently ambiguous and frustrating. 

Palmieri et al7. describe this borderline or even pathological behaviour as the “Web Babel 

Syndrome” – a psychological imbalance affecting young and elderly patients, especially those with 

multiple synchronous diseases who receive from their caregivers heterogeneous and misleading 

information or advice, including confused, contradictory statements and prescriptions8. To deal

with this problem, the Second Opinion Network aims to be a useful “problem-solving” support 

revisiting each diagnostic and therapeutic step and properly re-addressing tailored treatments 

and prognoses, as well as preventing unnecessary investigational procedures and unhelpful and

expensive medical and surgical interventions6.

All patients used pharmacological treatments, dietary supplementation, surgery, manual and 

electro - medical physiotherapy especially for the management of pain and stiffness drawing partial 

benefit from them. The most used drugs included analgesics, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory

drugs (NSAIDs), simple, and combination opioid analgesics, barbiturates, lidocaine, corticosteroids,

hyaluronic acid, muscle relaxing drugs and vitamin B12 at high doses. However, their use is very 

often related to light, moderate and severe side effects (e.g. hypersensitivity reactions, sensation 

of pressure or constriction, flushing to face and in the thoracic region, asthenia, myalgia, 

drowsiness, insomnia, restlessness, vertigo, gastrointestinal symptoms, skin rashes, nausea, 

vomiting, etc.), as well as being limited by frequent drug interactions and contraindications. 

Dietary supplementation included herbal products and nutraceutical supplementations, while 

electromedical physiotherapy was conducted by laser therapy, iontophoresis, magneto therapy, 

electrostimulation, etc.

In our clinical practice, we suspended (wash out) previous treatments for a period of 2 weeks, 

and then the FIT therapy was administered. 

The selected patients were informed, via individual interview, and informed consent previously 

approved by the Local Institutional Review Board under the Helsinki Declaration.

Study design

We conducted a retrospective observational study for 1-month duration. During this period, 

patients were educated to apply a FIT therapy patch every 5 days and then to replace the patch 

with another one until the end of the study period.
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Different typologies of FIT therapy patches were available according to the anatomical area to be 

treated and every patient used the most appropriate patch according to the clinical examination 

by the medical doctor. The available formats were “universal”, “cervical”, “shoulder”, “elbow”, 

“lumbar”, “knee” and “ankle”. All the patches were water-resistant, so it was possible to have 

shower wearing it.

The first clinical examination consisted in the evaluation of the physical status of the patient. 

Tolerability and adverse effects were assessed weekly during the treatment period through 

direct contact (email or telephone) with the patients or their parents.

Quality of life (QOL) assessment was performed using the Short Form-36 (SF-36) health 

survey questionnaire before starting the treatment and after the fourth week. The questionnaire 

measures health-related quality of life in eight domains: physical functioning (A), role limitations

due to physical health (B), pain (C), general health (D), energy/fatigue (E), social functioning (F), 

role limitations due to emotional problems (G) and emotional well-being (H). The percentage 

scores range from 0% (lowest or worst response) to 100% (highest or best possible response)9.

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) was adopted for pain assessment before starting the treatment and 

after the fourth week (0–100 mm; 0 mm = minimum pain; 100 mm = maximum pain).

Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis was performed using the Mann- Whitney test (continuous variables not 

normally distributed) and the chi-squared test (categorical variables). A commonly used measure 

of linear correlation, the Pearson correlation coefficient, denoted by r, was reported. Statistical

significance was set at a P value < 0.05, and all data and graphics were analysed using the R 

software, version 3.1.2.
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RESULTS 

Patients. 100 patients [50 women and 50 men, aged between 29 and 86 years old (mean age 59 

years old)] followed the treatment for 3 months. 20 women (40%) were affected by neurological 

disorders and 30 (60%) by musculoskeletal disorders, while 30 men (60%) were affected by 

neurological disorders and 20 men (40%) by musculoskeletal disorders.

Most frequently, the locally treated anatomic area included the cervical – lumbosacral spine tract, 

the coxofemoral, the femoro-tibial, the acromio-clavicular joints and arms, due to symptomatic 

epicondylitis, coxo-arthrosis, arthritis, and hernias. Figure 1 shows medicated body areas and 

number of affected patients.

SF-36 revealed a significant improvement in the physical component scores (A-B; P < 0.03), pain 

score (C; P < 0.02), general health score (D; P < 0.03) and in the emotional component scores (G-

H; P < 0.03) after treatment (Figures 2-5 and Figures 8-9). No significant differences in energy/

fatigue (E) and social functioning (F) scores were found after the fourth week of treatment (P > 

0.05) (Figures 6-7). A significant improvement in VAS pain score was also found (P < 0.02) after 

treatment (Figure 10). A perception of heat was reported in about 20% of patients, and was 

considered beneficial in order to resolve the symptoms. The treatment with FIT therapy patches 

was well tolerated by all the patients.

Any adverse effects have occurred.

Fig. 1 
Body areas affected by local symptomatology underwent 
that were treated by FIT therapy

Fig. 2 
Significant improvement (P < 0.03) in the % score of the
physical functioning item of the SF-36 questionnaire after 
1-month FIT therapy
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Fig. 3 
Significant improvement (P < 0.03) in the % score of the
role limitations due to physical health item of the SF-36 
questionnaire after 1-month FIT therapy

Fig. 5 
Significant improvement (P < 0.03) in the % score of 
general health item of the SF-36 questionnaire after 
1-month FIT therapy

Fig. 7 
No significant improvement (P > 0.05) in the % score of 
social functioning item of the SF-36 questionnaire after 
1-month FIT therapy

Fig. 4 
Significant improvement (P < 0.02) in the % score of body
pain item of the SF-36 questionnaire after 1-month FIT 
therapy

Fig. 6 
No significant improvement (P > 0.05) in the % score of
energy/fatigue item of the SF-36 questionnaire after 
1-month FIT therapy

Fig. 8 
Significant improvement (P < 0.03) in the % score of role
limitations due to emotional problems item of the SF-36 
questionnaire after 1-month FIT therapy
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Fig. 9 
Significant improvement (P < 0.03) in the % score of
emotional well-being item of the SF-36 questionnaire 
after 1-month FIT therapy

Fig. 10
Significant improvement (P < 0.02) in the VAS pain score
after 1-month FIT therapy

DISCUSSION 

This retrospective observational study evidences that the treatment of patients with neurologic 

and musculoskeletal disorders with FIT therapy patches improved pain, physical and emotional 

status and related role limitations by alleviating the symptomatology. Neither adverse events 

nor skin intolerance to the patch were detected along the trial.

Although a light perception of heat that has been reported in about 20% of patients, we 

believe that the antalgic action is not heat-dependent. It remains to be defined that the invoked 

mechanism of action is not due to the simple occlusive mechanism of the patch, which prevents 

the transpiration sebaceous/sweat increases the local temperature, generating a gradient that 

has therapeutic effects.

As to the infrared putative therapeutic role, there have been a number of studies on various 

biological effects caused by THz waves. The majority of them deal with thermal and non-thermal 

effects due to THz irradiation10,11. For example, the influence of a high peak electric field of the THz 

wave has been investigated showing DNA remodelling effects12. Besides these studies, Feldman 

et al. have reported that the human sweat ducts in skin play a significant role in the interaction 

of THz wave with the skin13. In fact, it has been experimentally defined that the sweat duct can 

act as a low-Q-factor helical antenna when the helically-shaped sweat ducts are filled with the 

highly electrolytes concentrated conductive sweat fluid. The conductivity mechanism in this 

case is assigned to proton hopping though ordered aqueous H-bond networks, rather than ionic 

conductivity. These results have also been assessed by Yang et al14.

Based upon the numerical modelling and experimental data, it was suggested that the sweat duct 

play a role in characterizing the phenomena of resonance behaviour.
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Similarly, Shaferstein et al. reported that the sweat ducts play a significant role in millimetre 

wave absorption, indicating possible thermal effects induced by such waves15. Recently, it has 

been investigated the absorbance of sub-THz radiation by human skin and demonstrated that the 

absorption of THz wave is governed by the topology for the skin and the sweat duct1. The helically 

structured sweat ducts play thus a significant role in the interaction with THz and the updated 

research trends on this issue have been addressed to channel characterization in human skin 

for body-centric nano-communication1 and the development of extremely high-power gyrotron 

operating in sub-terahertz frequency region and high data-rate terahertz communication links1.

Experimental studies conducted by the CNR Nano of Pisa compared emissivity of a patch covered 

by a powder of titanium metal dioxides and control titanium metal dioxides – free patch at the 

wavelength of 10.8 μm and 37° temperature in order to investigate if the addiction of titanium 

to the patch influences the patch-emitted energy. Results showed a greater value of emissivity 

(+5%) with the titanium-covered patch compared to the control patch, and a 100% emissivity 

between 7 and 11 μm wavelength, suggesting a strongest capacity to irradiate energy played by 

the titanium metal dioxides compared to a black body that was responsible to the therapeutic 

mechanism of action (personal communications). Since also our biological body structures 

naturally emit FIW probably, the addiction of titanium might contribute to the spread of the body 

energy and to modulate the physiological functions.

However, we do not know if patch thickness might influence therapeutic response.

On this basis, the relationship between sweat glands density and the fit patches effects on the 

skin, and its nociceptive receptors should be deeply investigated.

Apparently, the subcutaneous muscle mass does not seem to definitely interfere with the 

therapeutic response. Actually quite often, the FIT PATCH mediated pain improvement reduced the 

NSAIDs or steroids administration schedule and it was not effective in cases of nerve mechanical 

compression (such as in herniated cervical or lumbar disks, articular conflicts nerve trapping like 

in the tennis elbow, etc.).
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CONCLUSIONS

FIT therapy patches improved the symptoms probably interacting with the skin sweat glands 

whose ducts supposedly act as a low-Q-factor helical antenna THz irradiation amplifying the 

infrared signals emitted by the fit plasters. Completely marginal and irrelevant for therapeutic 

purposes, the hypothesised synergistic effect of the occlusive mechanism due to the adhesion on 

the surface of the skin, which inhibits the sweat sebaceous perspiration, increases the local thermal 

gradient; in fact, the heating induced by the occlusion is subjectively variable and acts strictly at 

the site of application, while the symptomatic effects of the application of FIT are also expressed 

remotely. The intrinsic chemical properties of the FIT patch are therefore characterized to absorb 

and concentrate infrared waves, generate endogenously, reverberating them in the affected 

district and accelerating functional recovery by dissipating cell and neurochemicallymediated 

inflammation.
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SYNOPSIS OF THE CLINICAL MONITORING

TITLE Clinical monitoring report on the safety and user functionality of a class I 
medical device

REPORT No. 1702D03F-1 

NAME OF DEVICE PATCH FIT LADY 

DESCRIPTION OF 
THE PROCEDURES 

The FIT LADY PATCH medical device was investigated comparatively (placebo 
vs evolving patch) to evaluate its action in providing relief in presence of 
painful sensations associated with menstrual cycle. This medical device is 
to be used only in accordance with the approved Investigational Plan on 
subjects who have signed an informed consent form. Device use is limited 
to the approved study investigators.

OBJECTIVES The study shall identify clearly the hypotheses and objectives, primary and 
secondary, of the clinical investigation and the populations for which the 
device is to be used in the investigation. 
These shall include as appropriate in particular:
• Claims and intended performance of the device must be verified. Implied 

objectives must be explained in labeling, directions for use or promotional 
material, instructions for use or promotional material. It should be clearly 
stated whether or not the determinations of the long term effect are part of 
the objectives of the current clinical investigation.

•  Risk and foreseeable adverse device effects must be assessed.
• Specific hypotheses to be accepted or rejected basing on the criteria and 

specifications of the evaluated medical device.
Claims and performance: 
The disposable FIT LADY patch, useful in the case of painful sensations 
associated with menstrual cycle, based on FIR technology that reflects body 
infrared rays, contributes to the attenuation of the pain sensations associated 
with the menstrual cycle. For the treatment people must apply three patches, 
respectively one at the right ovule level, one on the left ovary level and one on 
the L3 vertebra level. They are kept in place for 5 days.
Risk and foreseeable adverse effects: 
The patches are not to be used on wounds or on broken or reddened skin. The 
products are non-sterile and do not contain any form of medication. If you 
suffer from specific blood circulation (especially to do with microcirculation) 
or muscular problems, seek the advice of your GP before applying the patches. 
Do not apply a plaster if it shows any sign of wear or defects. If any reactions 
to the plaster occur, for example itchiness or reddening, remove the patch 
immediately.
Primary Objective:
• Confirm the skin tolerability of the medical device “Patch Fit Lady”.
Secondary Objectives:
• Verify whether the use of the medical device “PATCH FIT LADY” helps relaxing 

the muscular tension of the affected area, thanks to  the ability to reflect 
body infrared rays, it helps to relieve the painful sensations associated with 
the menstrual cycle.

• Assess effect of “PATCH FIT LADY” treatment on quality of life.
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TYPE OF THE 
INVESTIGATION

Comparative, double-blind monocentric clinical monitoring – 2 groups of 20 
female patients each. They are selected on the basis of menstrual painful 
sensations. A group uses the FIT A patch (force 0 = placebo); a group uses the 
FIT C patch (force 3 = active in evolution).

DURATION TEST Beginning date April 2017

Ending date June 2017

CENTER(S) / 
COUNTRY(IES)

The study was coordinated by The Dermo-Cosmetic and medical R&D center 
- Bio Basic Europe s.r.l., supervised and carried out at the medical studio of 
Dr. Fernando Marco Bianchi

PATIENTS / GROUPS 40 female patients 
2 groups of 20 female persons affected by painful menstrual cycle

INCLUSION CRITERIA Patients have been selected and included in the study. The selection has 
been done according to the undermentioned inclusion criteria:

• 18-40 years old
• Painful menstrual cycle
• Patients who gave their consent to participate in this test and to use their 

personal data
• Promise not to change their usual daily routine
• No psychological diseases
• No atopy in the anamnesis

EXCLUSION CRITERIA Patients with the following criteria were not recruited for this test: 
• Sensibility to one of the device component
• Patients who do not consent to the use of personal data

CONCOMITANT 
MEDICATION  
CONCOMITANT DEVICE

None. In case of any concomitant treatment, it will be reported.

EFFICACY ENDPOINT Attenuation of pain sensation associated to menstrual cycle.

TOLERABILITY
SAFETY ENDPOINTS

During the test side-effects may occur by using the medical device. In order 
to guarantee the safety of the patient, any side-effects had to be written 
on the Patient sheet. To evaluate the skin tolerability of the medical device, 
any changes affecting the skin such as erythema and oedema have been 
recorded.

QUALITY OF LIFE The improvement of patient’s quality of life has been evaluated (reduction of 
discomfort), thanks to a reduction of pain sensation. 

SKIN TOLERABILITY: During medical device use, the state of the skin of the 
patients has been evaluated. To evaluate the variations of the skin parameters 
in a specific period of time, numerical values are given (see pag.15).
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STATISTICAL
METHODOLOGY

Patients are evaluated both at the beginning and at the end of the treatment 
using the same operator and the same value instrument:
First evaluation: the first day of treatment beginning
Last evaluation: after 5 days of treatment
The experimental model: we evaluate the quantitative variation of a 
parameter both at the beginning and after a treatment on the same patients 
of the same group or between different groups.
The study objective is to evaluate whether there is a statistical significant 
difference between the first data and after 5 days of treatment. 
Comparison pre/during/post treatment 
Patients are evaluated both at the beginning and at the end of the treatment 
using the same value instrument and the same operator.
Clinical parameter 
Attenuation of the intensity of painful sensation associated with menstrual 
cycle
The statistical analysis of clinical parameters, which provide a numerical 
evaluation using specific scales depending on the evaluated parameter (VNS 
scale, from 0 to 10), was carried out through the non-parametric Friedman 
test with a fixed threshold of acceptability at 5%.
Self-evaluations 
Patients’ opinions were also registered. This self-assessment was performed 
according to VNS scale where 0 corresponds to the minimum value and 10 
is the maximum one. The statistical analysis was carried out through the 
Student «t» test: we decided to fix the threshold of acceptability at 10%.

STUDY EXTENSION   No study extension
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SUMMARY

The medical device underwent a comparative, double-blind monocentric clinical monitoring in 

order to verify whether it helps to attenuate the painful sensation  associated with menstrual 

cycle and the  tolerability of the product following the application. Compliance of use is 

evaluated too. 

This clinical monitoring was coordinated by The Dermo-Cosmetic and medical R&D center - Bio 

Basic Europe s.r.l., supervised and carried out at the medical studio of  Dr. Fernando Marco 

Bianchi (M.C. – Dermatologist, Venereologist  and Medical Hydrology specialist). 

40 female patients were selected and divided into 2 groups of 20 patients each, aged 18-40 

with painful menstrual cycle. A group uses the FIT A patch (force 0 = placebo); a group uses 

the FIT C patch (force 3 = active in evolution). 

Patients of each group used the product by applying 3 patches in specific body areas for 5 

consecutive days, respectively one to the right ovary, one to the left ovary and one on the 

vertebra L3 in order to evaluate which one helps attenuate painful sensations. 

During this period, specific clinical parameters such as: erythema, oedema, attenuation of the 

intensity of the pain sensation associated with menstrual cycle were evaluated. 

All the evaluations concerning the product given by patients in the sensorial test were collected 

at the end of this test. The score they gave is according to the VNS scale (0-10 where 0 is 

minimum value and 10 the maximum one).
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EXPERIMENTAL PART
DEVICE NAME

FIT Lady Patch

USE 

Samples of the tested product were used during 5 days of painful menstrual cycle, as written in the 

directions of use.

• Remove the patch from the base

• Apply the patches on the point where pain is felt, ensuring that skin is clean, dry and hair-free

• Wait for approximately two minutes before moving to ensure the patch adheres fully to the skin

• Keep the plaster on for 5 days

• Continue the treatment until the sensations improve

• The patch will continue to work even if it gets wet (e.g. in the shower)

Three patches (see Annex D) are applied for the treatment, respectively to the right ovary, one to the  

ovary level and the third at the level of the vertebra L3 and they are kept in place for 5 days.

COMPOSITION

See technical file.

EXECUTION OF THE TEST
CLINICAL PARAMETRS

• Skin alterations (erythema, oedema)

• Attenuation of painful sensations intensity associated with menstrual cycle  (VNS scale, from 0 

to 10)

The readings and evaluations  are taken:

• at [T0] (basal value), before the product application

• after the product use: after 5 days [T5]
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SELF-ASSESSMENT

This self-assessment concerning the product was performed according to VNS scale where 0 is the 

minimum value and 10 the maximum one. The assessments were collected at several times:

• After 5 days of product application

TABLES FOR CLINICAL EVALUATION OF SAFETY
SKIN ALTERATIONS (SKIN TOLERABILITY) 

The skin state of the patients during the period of use of the product was evaluated. To evaluate the 

variations of the skin parameters in a specific period of time, the following numerical values were given:

ATTENUATION OF THE INTENSITY OF PAINFUL SENSATION ASSOCIATED WITH  MENSTRUAL CYCLE  

For this parameter we used the VNS scale (from 0 to 10, 0 corresponds to the minimum value and 10 

is the maximum one). The INTRA and INFRA-GROUP statistical analysis has been performed using the 

Friedman Test with a fixed threshold of acceptability at 5%. 

EVALUATION AND RECKONING OF SENSORIAL EVALUATIONS 

For the sensorial parameters we used the VNS scale (from 0 to 10, 0 corresponds to the minimum 

value and 10 is the maximum one).

INFRA-GROUP: The statistical analysis has been performed using Student « t » test: we decided to fix 

the threshold of acceptability at 10%.

Oedema

Oedema

Oedema

Oedema

Oedema

Oedema
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No skin alterations
have been recorded

No skin alterations
have been recorded

SUMMARIZING TABLES OF THE VALUES 

CLINICAL EVALUATIONS OF SKIN TOLERABILITY

Skin tolerability 

Oedema Oedema
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ATTENUATION OF PAINFUL SENSATION INTENSITY ASSOCIATED WITH 
MENSTRUAL CYCLE

At time T0, no statistically significant differences between the two groups. While there is a 

statistically significant difference (p<0.05) between the FIT A group and the FIT C  group after 5 

days of application of the patches.

Over the 5 days the device was applied, the average 

reduction in the perception of pain recorded was:

• 28% in the FIT A group

• 85% in the FIT C group

The statistical analysis at day 5 of treatment
between the two groups returns a p value of 0.0000077

Pa
in

 in
te

ns
ity

T0 - average T5 - average

Attenuation of the intensity of pain perception 
associated with the menstrual cycle
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SELF-ASSESSMENT 

FIT A PATCH - PLACEBO

How much easy is this product to apply? (0=null; 10=maximum)

What do you think about the reilef sensation, respecting the menstrual pain, during
the application of the product? (0=null; 10=maximum)
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How much comfortable is this product to use? (0=null; 10=maximum)

What do you think about the adhesion of the product (also after a water contact, 
e.g. shower/bath or sport activity)? (0=null; 10=maximum)
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What do you think about the glue residues? (0= no glue residues; 10= we have 
glue residues on all area of application) 

How much do you like this product?
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Would you buy this product because of its features? Pls quantify
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FIT C PATCH - EVOLVING PRODUCT

How much easy is this product to apply? (0=null; 10=maximum)

What do you think about the reilef sensation, respecting the menstrual pain, during
the application of the product? (0=null; 10=maximum)
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How much comfortable is this product to use? (0=null; 10=maximum)

What do you think about the adhesion of the product (also after a water contact, 
e.g. shower/bath or sport activity)? (0=null; 10=maximum)
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What do you think about the glue residues? (0= no glue residues; 
10= we have glue residues on all area of applivation)

How much do you like this product?
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Would you buy this product because of its features? Pls quantify
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There are statistically significant differences between the FIT A group and the FIT C group 

for all questions, except for questions concerning the comfortable use and glue residues. 

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results obtained, we can state that the class I medical device: 

FIT LADY PATCH

was shown, in patients who took part in the clinical trial, to be well tolerated and have the ability 

to reduce discomfort and the perception of pain during the menstrual cycle, attributable to the 

reflective power of FIT C. The medical device also proved very pleasant to use, improving the 

patients’ quality of life.
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significant difference
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ENCLOSURE D: INFOGRAPHIC - HOW TO APPLY THE PATCHES

Ovary Ovary Vertebra L3 
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SYNOPSIS OF THE CLINICAL STUDY 

TITLE Final report of the study data on the class I medical device 

REPORT N°  1701N01A

NAME OF DEVICE  PLANTARI FIT

MANUFACTURER  D. FENSTEC SRL

DURATION TEST  Beginning date 1st  February 2017

Ending date 30th April 2017

DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PROCEDURES

The PLANTARI FIT medical device has been investigated comparatively (LOT A 
VS LOT B VS WITHOUT ORTHOTIC INSOLES) in healthy subjects and subjects 
with knee prosthesis to evaluate its action as physiokinetic-therapeutic 
support in rehabilitation treatment and as an aid in maintenance of functional 
performance in follow-up.
The device system is to be used only in accordance with the approved 
Investigational Plan on subjects who have signed an informed consent form.  
Device use is limited to the approved study investigators. 

INFORMATION ABOUT 
THE MEDICAL DEVICE 

The study shall identify clearly the hypothesis and objectives, primary and 
secondary, of the clinical investigation and the populations for which the 
device is to be used in the investigation.
These shall include as appropriate the particular:
• Claims and intended performance of the device must be verified. This may 

include implicit in the intended purpose of the device as well as those made 
explicit in labeling, instructions for use or promotional material. It should be 
clearly stated whether or not the determinations of the long-term effect are 
part of the objectives of the current clinical investigation.

•  Risk and foreseeable adverse device effects that are be assessed
• Specific hypotheses to be accepted or rejected basing on the criteria and 

specifications of the evaluated medical device.

Claims and performance: 
PLANTARI FIT are medical devices intended for use in people, including subjects 
with lower limb prosthesis, who complain balance disorders or instability 
(ataxia).

Risk and foreseeable adverse effects:  
The devices should not be used on wounds or on broken or reddened skin. The 
products are non-sterile and do not contain any form of medication. If you 
suffer from specific blood circulation (especially to do with microcirculation) 
or muscular problems, seek the advice of your physician before applying 
the orthotics. Do not apply the orthotic insoles if it shows any sign of wear 
or defects. If any reactions to the plaster occur, for example itchiness or 
reddening, remove the plaster immediately. 

TYPE OF THE 
INVESTIGATION 

Comparative, monocentric clinical study  – 2 groups of 14 healthy subjects and 10 
subjects with knee prosthesis.
Bothe the groups used LOT A, LOT B and no orthotic insoles. 

CENTER(S) / 
COUNTRY(IES)

The study was coordinated and supervised by Prof. Matteo Ricci with the 
support of Dr. Elena Sambugaro.
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SUBJECTS / GROUPS  24 female and male subjects 
2 groups of 14 and 10 subjects. 

RATIONAL In some subjects there may be problems related to orthostatic equilibrium 
(postural stability) following central and / or peripheral neurological 
phenomena (somatosensory) of various entities related to age, BMI and 
as results of previous intervention. This phenomenon is also present in 
people with prosthesis in the lower limbs, where it is important to identify 
an optimal alignment of the prosthesis as a crucial factor in the success of 
rehabilitation. (E Isakov et al, 1994). In addition to the evaluation obtained by 
means of stabilometry in relation to the application of orthotic insoles, it is 
necessary to evaluate the plantar supports by means of static and dynamic 
baropodometry. (Martina Barzan, 2011)

Equilibrium is a complex sensor-motor function in charge of maintaining 
posture, standing up in a condition of movement or immobility of the body 
with respect to space or vice versa. The feeling of balance and position in 
space is an integrated function of multiple peripheral sensory information 
to the brain. Postural stability and motor coordination may fail, manifesting 
as incoordination, clumsiness in movement. One of the syndromes 
characterized by imbalance is ataxia, a term that derives from the Greek 
“ataxia” (lack of order). It can affect eye movements, speech (resulting in 
dysarthria), individual limbs, the trunk, standing and walking.

More generally, we refer to static ataxia (standing posture) and to dynamic 
ataxia (deambulation), such as abnormal posture, balance and gait

The ataxia also concerns the coordination tests of the whole body and its 
generally resistant to functional recovery exercises (physiotherapy) and 
perhaps to motor promotion. It can be of various types:
• sensitive, when it affects the proprioceptive peripheral pathways, 

lemniscal medulla (posterior cords) and thalamic structures. The defects 
of proprioceptive sensitivity are expressed mainly with motor disorders. 
A common feature that distinguishes these defects from those of a 
cerebellar origin is to appear or to worsen when the eyes are closed;

• cerebellar, which is caused by lesions that may affect the cerebellum itself 
or its afferent and efferent connections, both in the spinal cord and in the 
peduncles and in the pathways along the brain; 

•  vestibular;
•  cortical (frontal, parietal, temporal).

To detect poor balance, examine the proprioception in different measures 
and cerebellar functions applying a neurological test in orthostatism, the 
Romberg’s test, in which the subject is placed in orthostasis conditioned at 30 
degrees with the heels joint and the tips slightly open, limbs along the body 
or thesis, it is divided into two separate tests: the first with open eyes and the 
second with closed eyes (Matteo Cardaioli, 2016), thus eliminating the visual
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signals that help the maintenance of posture (Hiren Patel et al ., 2010). This test 
provides a quantitative method of measuring of postural stability and equilibrium 
integrity during the execution of the two tests, by which it is possible to evaluate 
the two differences and establish the intervals in healthy subjects (Hans H. Thyssen 
et al., 1982) and in subjects with lower limb prosthesis from amputations (E Isakov 
et al, 1994).

In the case of static ataxia, id est in the maintenance of the upright posture, the 
alterations are also manifested for minor disturbances. Following the application 
of the Romberg’s Test, multidirectional oscillations, more or less lateralized of the 
body axis are observed, which can also accentuate up to determine the fall, when 
the subject, with closed eyes, is affected by a sensitive ataxia (a phenomenon of 
Positive Romberg).

In the case of cerebellar ataxia, the phenomenon of Romberg is defined as negative, 
because, despite the presence of oscillation of the body axis, the closure of the eyes 
does not worsen balance and posture.

In the case of ataxia from labyrinthine disorders the Romberg phenomenon is 
positive, because the imbalance worsens with the suppression of the visual control, 
but the eventual fall or the appearance of latero-deviation tends to be “late”, 
developing unilaterally (lateropulsion) and after about a dozen seconds. (Granieri; 
Tola, 2012)

In addition to the evaluation performed by the Romberg’s Test, a baropodometric 
examination was applied (static and dynamic analysis), which allows to evaluate 
the quality of the plantar supports. The test includes: control in bipodalic and 
monopodalic orthostatism (static examination) and survey of the step during the 
kinetic evolution of the movement (dynamic examination). The examination can be 
performed barefoot  to evaluate pathologies and to identify areas of overload, and 
with shoes to check the congruity of the correction of the plantar orthosis. 
(Riccardo Fenili)

From the static analysis it is possible to obtain parameters that can give indications 
regarding the characteristics of different conformations of the foot. It is advisable 
to consider the distribution of loads on the two feet in order to define the entity 
of the imbalance of each subject. (Martina Barzan, 2011) In Static Phase, the 
Baropodometer acquires the image resulting from the average of eight consecutive 
impressions, from which derives the distribution of the pressures, the definition of 
the thrust centers of each foot, the projection of the center of gravity, the calculation 
of maximum pressure and the pressure surface. (A. Minerva et al., 2008)

The Dynamic Phase allows to view, in consecutive recordings and in relation to 
time, all the data relating to the foot during the normal development of the step. 
During the dynamic phase it is also possible to control other parameters, such as: 
the plantar surface during the step; the maximum pressure exerted in each single 
phase during the passage of the step; the speed of movement of the foot in every 
single phase; the force exerted by the weight during the support and oscillation 
phase. (A. Minerva et al., 2008)
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pressure exerted in each single phase during the passage of the step; the 
speed of movement of the foot in every single phase; the force exerted by 
the weight during the support and oscillation phase. (A. Minerva et al., 2008)

OBJECTIVES Primary Objective of Efficacy:  
Demonstrate that the use of orthotic insoles helps to improve the orthostatic 
balance (postural stability) and favor the maintenance of functional 
performance in rehabilitation treatment and follow-up.

Safety Objectives: 
During the study side-effects may occur by using the medical device. In 
order to guarantee the safety of the subject, any side-effects had to be 
written on the Subject sheet.

QUALITY OF LIFE During the study, the subjective sensation of comfort referred by the subjects 
was assessed through personal satisfaction questionnaires. (Attached to 
this document).

DESIGN OF THE STUDY Comparative, monocentric clinical study on 24 subjects. 
The subjects are divided into 2 groups, of which 14 subjects are healthy and 10 
have knee prosthesis. They are evaluated in comparative manner previewing 
no use of orthotic insoles, use of PLANTARI FIT (LOT A) and PLANTARI FIT 
(LOT B).

PRINCIPLE INCLUSION 
CRITERIA 

Subjects have been selected and included in the study. The selection has 
been done according to the undermentioned inclusion criteria:
•  18-70 years old
•  healthy subjects (to evaluate the effect of the plantar on the healthy 

population and to have the norms of the population)
•  subjects with knee prosthesis (the average age of this group is higher and 

correlates to the need for surgical treatment in osteoarthritis subjects, 
also for this the Anova test has been applied, statistically correct given 
the differences in age and BMI between the two study groups)

• Subjects who gave their consent to participate in this test and to use their 
personal data

•  promise not to change their usual daily routine
•  no psychological diseases
•  no atopy in the anamnesis

PRINCIPLE EXCLUSION 
CRITERIA 

Subjects with the following criteria were not recruited for this test: 
•  sensibility to one of the device component
•  subjects who do not consent to the use of personal data
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TREATMENT SCHEME Subjects defined as eligible by the investigator and who gave informed 
consent (attached to this document) were enrolled in the study.
They followed the protocol for using the medical device as indicated by the 
investigator.
The subjects included in the study were evaluated as reported in the study 
protocol, using the same means and the same operator:

• STABILOMETRY (ROMBERG TEST)

•  STATIC AND DYNAMIC BAROPOD

STATISTICAL 
METHODOLOGY 

I Stage of the statistical study 
In the first phase of the statistical processing the descriptive analysis was 
completed with calculation of the maximum and minimum values, average, 
standard deviation (SD), median (p50) for each variable of the STATIC, 
DYNAMIC AND ROMBERG analysis.

II Stage of the statistical study 
The second phase of the fundamental statistical study is based on the 
comparison between lots A, B, SP (without a orthotic insole) for each 
variable in healthy subjects and subjects with knee prosthesis. 
A simple analysis of the variations between lots was not performed, but 
the individual variation between lots for each individual subject was also 
considered, in order to make the p value even more significant.

III Stage of the statistical study 
In the third phase of the statistical study, the variations between prosthesis 
and healthy subjects were analyzed to evaluate how well orthotics can 
modify the performance compared to healthy by applying the analysis of 
variance (Anova test), a case/control comparison is performed taking into 
account the BMI (which in turn depends on height, weight and age), since 
this index could have an influence on significance and it is a parameter that 
distinguishes the two populations compared. 
The SP tests give the baseline of the case/control groups, the variation lot 
A/SP and lot B/SP allows to identify if one of the two lots is able to influence 
the values both in healthy persons and subjects with knee prosthesis, if in 
positive or negative sense and to what extent.

CONCOMITANT 
MEDICATION/ 
CONCOMITANT DEVICE 

None. In case of any concomitant treatment it will be reported. 

STUDY EXTENSION No study extension. 
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SUMMARY 

PLANTARI FIT, the medical device underwent a comparative  clinical study in order to 

demonstrate that the use of orthotic insoles helps to improve the orthostatic balance (postural 

stability) and promotes the maintenance of the functional performance in the rehabilitation 

treatment and in the follow-up. Compliance to the use and the subjective sensation of comfort 

referred by subjects are evaluated too. 

This clinical study was coordinated and supervised by Prof. Matteo Ricci (M.C. – Specialist in 

Orthopedics and Traumatology, Sports Medicine) and carried out in association with by Dr. 

Elena Sambugaro M.C. – Specialist in Orthopedics and Traumatology). 

24 female and male subjects were selected and divided into 2 groups of 14 healthy subjects 

and 10 subjects with knee prosthesis, aged between 18 and 70, who had a deficit of orthostatic 

balance and plantar support. Subjects of each group were evaluated without the use of 

orthotics and using PLANTARI FIT (LOT A) and PLANTARI FIT (LOT B).
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EXPERIMENTAL PART 
DEVICE NAME

PLANTARI FIT

USE 

The subjects enrolled, healthy or with knee prosthesis, were evaluated with and without orthotic 

insoles. The use of orthotic insoles is indicated in the instructions for use.

COMPOSITION

See technical file .

EXECUTION OF THE TEST 
INSTRUMENTAL PARAMETERS

Static stability (Romberg’s test) by means of a force platform 

(or pressure platform) for the instrumental evaluation of the 

posture, which measures the components of the constraint 

reaction to the ground and the movements with respect to the 3 

axes for a firm subject in an upright position of it (Fig.1). 

The posturographic analysis is represented by the force platforms, 

namely devices able to detect and quantify the forces exchanged 

between body and ground through the plantar regions. The 

analysis of postural oscillations in quiet conditions and absence 

of external perturbations is called “static posturography”. 

In the quantitative study of equilibrium, the biomechanical 

variables of interest are: Center of Pressure (COP), is the centroid 

of the pressures applied from every point of the plantar surface 

in contact with the support base. It is a point located within a 

plan of interest through which passes the line of action of the 

resultant force vectors. In standing bipedal station, the COP is 

located under one of the two feet or between the surface. 

Fig.1. Summary scheme of the biomechanical variables 
involved in maintaining the upright position

Legend: Center of Pressure (COP); Center of Mass 
(COM); Center of Gravity (COG); Center of thrust 
(CdS); Force of gravity (applied to the COM); Reaction 
of the soil (applied to the COP); Muscle couple at the 
ankle; The P highlights dynamic effects related to the 
accelerations consequent to the activity of the muscles 
which, by their action, avoid the fall. (Tanzariello, 2012)
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The Center of Mass (COM) is the point of space in 

which the center of gravity of the weight forces 

acting on each part of the body. It is usually located 

in the trunk at the lumbar region. 

The Center of Gravity (COG) represents the 

projection on the ground of the COM. 

(Fig.2a-2b) 

The force platform registers moment by 

moment the two coordinates of the Center of 

Pressure (COP) referring to a Cartesian axis 

system, defined on its surface. The test involves 

two tests, one with open eyes (OA) and one with 

closed eyes (OC). 

At the end of the test, therefore, it is available 

typically a file containing three vectors (Time, 

COPx, COPy) that provide indications regarding 

the time course of the COP position, which is 

graphically represented by the stabilogram 

(diagram of the x or y coordinate of the COP over 

time) and the statokinesigram (diagram x vs. y of 

the COP).

The statokinesigram (sway) represents, on the 

plane, the path made by the COP on the horizontal 

support surface during the test. The medium-

lateral coordinate of the COP is represented 

on the axis of the abscissas,  while the anterior-

posterior coordinate is represented on the axis of 

the ordinates.

Fig.2a-2b Biomechanical variables in the quantitative study of equilibrium 
(Massimiliano Pau)
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It is a qualitative graph that immediately expresses the progress of the COP trajectory. 

It is not easy to extract unequivocal quantitative information from the sway, so we resort the 

definition of a series of standardized parameters. (Fig.3a-3b) 

 

The confidence ellipse (or sway ellipse or sway 

area) represents a measure of the surface 

amplitude described  by the envelope of the 

positions of the COP, and it is defined as the 

surface that contains (with 95% probability) the 

individual points that make up the sway. 

About the confidence ellipse we evaluate: 

Surface (in mm2); Grade of the Major Axis 

(degrees); Relationship between the axes 

(eccentricity). (Fig 4)
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Fig.3a. Statokinesigram
It represents the ground projection of the center of gravity or pressure 
center; on the left with reference to the platform - on the right the 
displacement in mm. of the center of gravity 

(Tanzariello, 2012) (Massimiliano Pau)

Fig.3b. Statokinesigram (sway) (Massimiliano Pau)

Fig.4.Confidence ellipse (or sway ellipse or sway area)
 (Massimiliano Pau)
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Static and dynamic baropodometric evaluation by means of a baropodometer for the control of the foot 

and its functions, useful for the design and correct implementation of orthotic insoles. 

Static analysis: The barefoot subject is raised on the platform and in a natural and relaxed 

position. The instrument acquires the static image resulting from the average of eight consecutive 

impressions. (Fig.5a-5b-6). 

The static analysis provides information on the load points, according to the color scale indicated 

at the bottom.The points S, C and D should be aligned with each other and positioned centrally with 

respect to the midfoot.
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Fig.5a-5b. static analysis
Legend: M =  maximum load point; C = body center of gravity; S = ground projection of the articular center of the SN limb; D = ground projection of the articular 
center of the right limb (Ortopedia Barghini) (Ortopedia Barghini)
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Fig.6. Parameters static analysis
Average pressure, basic parameters, left and right forefoot level (A) and backfoot (R), mean of forces.              (Studio Podologico Maria Grande)
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Fig. 7b. Dynamic Baropodometry (DCT)
Data acquisition following the execution of the dynamics.                 (P. Galasso et al.)

Fig.7a. Dynamic analysis
The yellow line is made up of various barycenters, instant by instant.
 (Ortopedia Barghini)

Dynamic analysis: The examination is carried out by 

walking the subject on the platform, to acquire the 

pressure exerted by each foot on each single sensor, 

in order to obtain a succession of plantar supports, 

with representation of the center of gravity for all the 

stages of registration. (Fig.7a) A correct evaluation 

involves the execution of at least 4-6 dynamics 

(each one contains at least one semi-stage or two 

consecutive footprints in the platform, or one step 

or three consecutive footprints in the platform). 

Following the various acquired impressions, the 

software processes the average pressure impression 

and the numerical values relative to the quantitative data. This examination must be related to the static 

survey to verify changes in the values compared to the basic parameters. 

The study of the movement allows to analyze the actual motor coordination skills of the subject under 

examination (DCT = Dynamic Coordination Test) and structural pathologies (heterometry-dissymetry, 

flattening/hollowing, supination /pronation positions, etc.), algogenic reflexes, influences of the visual-

vestibular system and CNS disorders. (Fig.7b) 
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The dynamic examination quantifies qualitatively and quantitatively surfaces and loads, with 

continuous linear development during the rolling of the center of pressure of the single foot (result of 

the forces in white color) and of the step (overall result in yellow color). (Fig.8a)

When walking, a polygon of interpodal support is also observed (moment of transfer of the load from 

one limb to another and therefore of double support), which allows to evaluate qualitatively whether 

the destabilization of the center of pressure (in the maintenance of equilibrium) can be caused from a 

wrong contact of the forefoot that comes before or from the backfoot that follows. (Fig.8b)

SELF-EVALUATION 

A series of subjective evaluations were made regarding the product in terms of personal satisfaction 

and the subjective feeling of comfort. (attached to this document)

Fig. 8a. Dynamic Baropodometry (DCT) - Step and Interpodal Support
COP of the single foot (resulting of the forces in white color) and of the step (overall result in yellow color) (P. Galasso et al.)

Fig. 8b. Dynamic Baropodometry (DCT) - Step and Interpodal Support
Interpodal support polygon (P. Galasso et al.)
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STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY

I STAGE OF THE STATISTICAL STUDY

In the first phase of the statistical processing the descriptive analysis was completed with calculation 

of the maximum and minimum values, average, standard deviation (SD), median (p50) for each 

variable of the STATIC, DYNAMIC AND ROMBERG analysis.

Standard deviation

The standard deviation or mean square deviation is a dispersion index (that is, 

a measure of variability of a population or of a random variable) that has the 

same unit of measurement as the observed values. The standard deviation 

measures the dispersion of data around the expected value (average)

II STAGE OF THE STATISTICAL STUDY

The second phase of the fundamental statistical study is based on the comparison between lots A, B, 

SP (without a orthotic insole) for each variable in healthy subjects and subjects with knee prosthesis. 

A simple analysis of the variations between lots was not performed, but the individual variation 

between lots for each individual subject was also considered, in order to make the p value even more 

significant.

III STAGE OF THE STATISTICAL STUDY

In the third phase of the statistical study, the variations between prosthesis and healthy subjects 

were analyzed to evaluate how well orthotics can modify the performance compared to healthy by 

applying the analysis of variance 

(Anova test), a case/control comparison is performed taking into account the BMI (which in turn 

depends on height, weight and age), since this index could have an influence on significance and it is a 

parameter that distinguishes the two populations compared.

Anova

The analysis of the variance is useful to assess whether the data obtained 

have a normal distribution between and within the observed groups.
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SUMMARIZING TABLES OF THE VALUES 
INSTRUMENTAL PARAMETERS 

LOT A – PLANTARI FIT

legend
static analysis dynamic analysis Test Romberg

Average R = backfoot E = load/external 
pressure

Ball length = length of ball 
in mmDS = standard deviation A = forefoot

p50 = median M = maximum pressure Ellipse area = surface in 
square mmmin = minimum value

max = maximum value OA = open eyes
OC = closed eyes

Lot A

Variable

Healthy

Static

Dynamic

Static

Dynamic

Left load %

Right load %

Left B load

Left F load

Right B load

Right F load 

Left E load %

Left M load %

Right E load %
Right M load %

OE ball length

OE ellipse area

CE ball length

CE ellipse area

OE ball length

OE ellipse area

CE ball length

CE ellipse area

Left load %

Right load %

Left B load

Left F load

Right B load

Right F load

Left E load %

Left M load %

Right E load %

Right M load %

Knee implant
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Left E 
load %

OE ball 
length

OE ellipse 
area

CE ball 
length

CE ellipse 
area

Left M 
load %

Right E 
load %

Right M 
load %

Left 
load %

Right 
load %

Left 
B load

Left 
F load

Right 
B load

Right 
F load 

LOT A LOT A - HEALTHY

LOT A LOT A - 
PROTHESIS (mean)

LOT A LOT A - HEALTHY

LOT A LOT A - 
PROTHESIS (mean)

LOT A LOT A - HEALTHY

LOT A LOT A - 
PROTHESIS (mean)

Lot A Prosthesis

LOT A

LOT A

LOT A

Lot A Healthy 

Lot A ProsthesisLot A Healthy 

Lot A ProsthesisLot A Healthy 

Lot A

Lot A

Left load %

Left E load %

OE ball length
OE ellipse area
CE ball length
CE ellipse area

Left M load %
Right E load %
Right M load %

Right load %
Left B load
Left F load
Right B load
Right F load

STATIC BAROPODOMETRY

STATIC BAROPODOMETRY

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY 

Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers

Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers

Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers
ROMBERG’S TEST

Lot A

Left E 
load %

OE ball 
length

OE ellipse 
area

CE ball 
length

CE ellipse 
area

Left M 
load %

Right E 
load %

Right M 
load %

Left 
load %

Right 
load %

Left 
B load

Left 
F load

Right 
B load

Right 
F load 

LOT A LOT A - HEALTHY

LOT A LOT A - 
PROTHESIS (mean)

LOT A LOT A - HEALTHY

LOT A LOT A - 
PROTHESIS (mean)

LOT A LOT A - HEALTHY

LOT A LOT A - 
PROTHESIS (mean)

Lot A Prosthesis

LOT A

LOT A

LOT A

Lot A Healthy 

Lot A ProsthesisLot A Healthy 

Lot A ProsthesisLot A Healthy 

Lot A

Lot A

Left load %

Left E load %

OE ball length
OE ellipse area
CE ball length
CE ellipse area

Left M load %
Right E load %
Right M load %

Right load %
Left B load
Left F load
Right B load
Right F load

STATIC BAROPODOMETRY

STATIC BAROPODOMETRY

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY 

Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers

Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers

Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers
ROMBERG’S TEST

Lot A

Left E 
load %

OE ball 
length

OE ellipse 
area

CE ball 
length

CE ellipse 
area

Left M 
load %

Right E 
load %

Right M 
load %

Left 
load %

Right 
load %

Left 
B load

Left 
F load

Right 
B load

Right 
F load 

LOT A LOT A - HEALTHY

LOT A LOT A - 
PROTHESIS (mean)

LOT A LOT A - HEALTHY

LOT A LOT A - 
PROTHESIS (mean)

LOT A LOT A - HEALTHY

LOT A LOT A - 
PROTHESIS (mean)

Lot A Prosthesis

LOT A

LOT A

LOT A

Lot A Healthy 

Lot A ProsthesisLot A Healthy 

Lot A ProsthesisLot A Healthy 

Lot A

Lot A

Left load %

Left E load %

OE ball length
OE ellipse area
CE ball length
CE ellipse area

Left M load %
Right E load %
Right M load %

Right load %
Left B load
Left F load
Right B load
Right F load

STATIC BAROPODOMETRY

STATIC BAROPODOMETRY

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY 

Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers

Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers

Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers
ROMBERG’S TEST

Lot A

STATIC BAROPODOMETRY

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY

ROMBERG’S TEST
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 LOT B – PLANTARI FIT

Knee 
implant

Left load %
Right load %

OE ball length
OE ellipse area
CE ball length
CE ellipse area
Left load %
Right load %
Left B load
Left F load
Right B load
Right F load
Left E load %
Left M load %
Right E load %
Right M load %

Left B load
Left F load
Right B load

Left E load %
Left M load %
Right E load %

OE ball length
OE ellipse area
CE ball length
CE ellipse area

Right F load 

Lot B

Variable

Healthy

Static

Static

Dynamic

Dynamic

legend
static analysis dynamic analysis Test Romberg

Average R = backfoot E = load/external 
pressure

Ball length = length of ball 
in mmDS =  standard deviation A = forefoot

p50 = median M = maximum pressure Ellipse area = surface in 
square mmmin = minimum value

max = maximum value OA = open eyes
OC = closed eyes
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STATIC BAROPODOMETRY

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY

ROMBERG’S TEST

LOT B - Healthy (mean)

LOT B - Prosthesis (mean)

LOT B - Healthy (mean)

LOT B - Prosthesis (mean)

LOT B - Healthy (mean)

LOT B - Prosthesis (mean)

STATIC BAROPODOMETRY
Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers 

LOT B

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY

ROMBERG’S TEST

Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers 
LOT B

Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers 
LOT BOE ball length

E ellipse area

CE ball length

E ellipse area

Left E load %

Left M load %

Right E load %
Right M load %

Left load %

Right load %
Left B load
Left F load

Right B load
Right F load 

LOT B
LOT B - Healthy LOT B - Prosthesis

LOT B
LOT B - Healthy LOT B - Prosthesis

LOT B
LOT B - Healthy LOT B - Prosthesis

LOT B - Healthy (mean)

LOT B - Prosthesis (mean)

LOT B - Healthy (mean)

LOT B - Prosthesis (mean)

LOT B - Healthy (mean)

LOT B - Prosthesis (mean)

STATIC BAROPODOMETRY
Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers 

LOT B

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY

ROMBERG’S TEST

Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers 
LOT B

Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers 
LOT BOE ball length

E ellipse area

CE ball length

E ellipse area

Left E load %

Left M load %

Right E load %
Right M load %

Left load %

Right load %
Left B load
Left F load

Right B load
Right F load 

LOT B
LOT B - Healthy LOT B - Prosthesis

LOT B
LOT B - Healthy LOT B - Prosthesis

LOT B
LOT B - Healthy LOT B - Prosthesis

LOT B - Healthy (mean)

LOT B - Prosthesis (mean)

LOT B - Healthy (mean)

LOT B - Prosthesis (mean)

LOT B - Healthy (mean)

LOT B - Prosthesis (mean)

STATIC BAROPODOMETRY
Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers 

LOT B

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY

ROMBERG’S TEST

Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers 
LOT B

Healthy VS Knee prosthesis wearers 
LOT BOE ball length

E ellipse area

CE ball length

E ellipse area

Left E load %

Left M load %

Right E load %
Right M load %

Left load %

Right load %
Left B load
Left F load

Right B load
Right F load 

LOT B
LOT B - Healthy LOT B - Prosthesis

LOT B
LOT B - Healthy LOT B - Prosthesis

LOT B
LOT B - Healthy LOT B - Prosthesis
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WITHOUT ORTHOTIC INSOLES

Without 
insoles

Knee 
impiant

OE ball length

OE ellipse area

CE ball length
CE ellipse area

Left E load %

Left M load %
Right E load %

Right M load %

Left load %

Right load %
Left B load

Left F load

Right B load
Right F load

OE ball length

OE ellipse area
CE ball length

CE ellipse area

Left E load %

Left M load %
Right E load %

Right M load %

Left load %

Right load %
Left B load

Left F load

Right B load

Right F load 

Static

Dynamic

Static

Dynamic

Healthy

Variable

legend
static analysis dynamic analysis Test Romberg

Average R = backfoot E = load/external 
pressure

Ball length = length of ball 
in mmDS = standard deviation A = forefoot

p50 = median M = maximum pressure Ellipse area = surface in 
square mmmin = minimum value

max = maximum value OA = open eyes
OC = closed eyes
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STATIC BAROPODOMETRY

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY

ROMBERG’S TEST

Left 
load %

Left B
load

Left 
F load

Right 
B load

Right 
F load 

Right 
load %

Left E 
load %

Left M 
load %

Right E 
load %

Right M 
load %

Left E 
load %

Left M 
load %

Right E 
load %

Right M 
load %

STATIC BAROPODOMETRY

Healthy VS  Knee prosthesis wearers
WITHOUT INSOLES

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY

ROMBERG’S TEST

Healthy VS  Knee prosthesis wearers

Healthy VS  Knee prosthesis wearers
WITHOUT INSOLESOE ball length

OE ellipse area

CE ball length

CE ellipse area

Left E load %

Left M load %

Left load %

Right load %

Left B load

Left F load

Right B load
Right F load 

Without insoles
WITHOUT INSOLES 

HEALTHY (mean)
WITHOUT INSOLES 

PROSTHESIS  (mean)

Without insoles
WITHOUT INSOLES 

HEALTHY (mean)
WITHOUT INSOLES 

PROSTHESIS  (mean)

Without insoles
WITHOUT INSOLES 

HEALTHY (mean)
WITHOUT INSOLES 

PROSTHESIS  (mean)

Right E load %

Right M load %

WITHOUT INSOLES - HEALTHY 
(MEAN) 

WITHOUT INSOLES - PROSTHESIS 
(MEAN) 

WITHOUT INSOLES - HEALTHY 
(MEAN) 

WITHOUT INSOLES - PROSTHESIS 
(MEAN) 

WITHOUT INSOLES - HEALTHY 
(MEAN) 

WITHOUT INSOLES - PROSTHESIS 
(MEAN) 

Left 
load %

Left B
load

Left 
F load

Right 
B load

Right 
F load 

Right 
load %

Left E 
load %

Left M 
load %

Right E 
load %

Right M 
load %

Left E 
load %

Left M 
load %

Right E 
load %

Right M 
load %

STATIC BAROPODOMETRY

Healthy VS  Knee prosthesis wearers
WITHOUT INSOLES

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY

ROMBERG’S TEST

Healthy VS  Knee prosthesis wearers

Healthy VS  Knee prosthesis wearers
WITHOUT INSOLESOE ball length

OE ellipse area

CE ball length

CE ellipse area

Left E load %

Left M load %

Left load %

Right load %

Left B load

Left F load

Right B load
Right F load 

Without insoles
WITHOUT INSOLES 

HEALTHY (mean)
WITHOUT INSOLES 

PROSTHESIS  (mean)

Without insoles
WITHOUT INSOLES 

HEALTHY (mean)
WITHOUT INSOLES 

PROSTHESIS  (mean)

Without insoles
WITHOUT INSOLES 

HEALTHY (mean)
WITHOUT INSOLES 

PROSTHESIS  (mean)

Right E load %

Right M load %

WITHOUT INSOLES - HEALTHY 
(MEAN) 

WITHOUT INSOLES - PROSTHESIS 
(MEAN) 

WITHOUT INSOLES - HEALTHY 
(MEAN) 

WITHOUT INSOLES - PROSTHESIS 
(MEAN) 

WITHOUT INSOLES - HEALTHY 
(MEAN) 

WITHOUT INSOLES - PROSTHESIS 
(MEAN) 

Left 
load %

Left B
load

Left 
F load

Right 
B load

Right 
F load 

Right 
load %

Left E 
load %

Left M 
load %

Right E 
load %

Right M 
load %

Left E 
load %

Left M 
load %

Right E 
load %

Right M 
load %

STATIC BAROPODOMETRY

Healthy VS  Knee prosthesis wearers
WITHOUT INSOLES

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY

ROMBERG’S TEST

Healthy VS  Knee prosthesis wearers

Healthy VS  Knee prosthesis wearers
WITHOUT INSOLESOE ball length

OE ellipse area

CE ball length

CE ellipse area

Left E load %

Left M load %

Left load %

Right load %

Left B load

Left F load

Right B load
Right F load 

Without insoles
WITHOUT INSOLES 

HEALTHY (mean)
WITHOUT INSOLES 

PROSTHESIS  (mean)

Without insoles
WITHOUT INSOLES 

HEALTHY (mean)
WITHOUT INSOLES 

PROSTHESIS  (mean)

Without insoles
WITHOUT INSOLES 

HEALTHY (mean)
WITHOUT INSOLES 

PROSTHESIS  (mean)

Right E load %

Right M load %

WITHOUT INSOLES - HEALTHY 
(MEAN) 

WITHOUT INSOLES - PROSTHESIS 
(MEAN) 

WITHOUT INSOLES - HEALTHY 
(MEAN) 

WITHOUT INSOLES - PROSTHESIS 
(MEAN) 

WITHOUT INSOLES - HEALTHY 
(MEAN) 

WITHOUT INSOLES - PROSTHESIS 
(MEAN) 
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III STAGE – STATISTICAL PROCESSING
LOT A     |    LOT B    |    WITHOUT ORTHOTIC INSOLES

SIGNIFICATIVITY BETWEEN HEALTHY SUBJECTS AND SUBJECTS 
WITH KNEE PROSTHESIS FOR LOT (P VALUE)

SIGNIFICATIVITY BETWEEN HEALTHY SUBJECTS AND SUBJECTS 
WITH KNEE PROSTHESIS COMPARISON (P VALUE ANOVA)

WP

BAROPODOMETRY - HEALTHY STATIC BAROPODOMETRY - HEALTHY

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY - KNEE PROSTHESIS 
WEARERS 

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY - KNEE PROSTHESIS 
WEARERS 

Left load %

Right load %

Left B load

Left F load

Right B load

Right F load 

LOT A LOT B

HEALTHY

HEALTHY

VARIABLE

HEALTHY

HEALTHY

HEALTHY

HEALTHY

Left 
load %

Right 
load %

Left 
B load

Left 
F load

Right 
B load

Right 
 F load   

Left 
load %

Right 
load %

Left 
B load

Left 
F load

Right 
B load

Right 
 F load   

WP

BAROPODOMETRY - HEALTHY STATIC BAROPODOMETRY - HEALTHY

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY - KNEE PROSTHESIS 
WEARERS 

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY - KNEE PROSTHESIS 
WEARERS 

Left load %

Right load %

Left B load

Left F load

Right B load

Right F load 

LOT A LOT B

HEALTHY

HEALTHY

VARIABLE

HEALTHY

HEALTHY

HEALTHY

HEALTHY

Left 
load %

Right 
load %

Left 
B load

Left 
F load

Right 
B load

Right 
 F load   

Left 
load %

Right 
load %

Left 
B load

Left 
F load

Right 
B load

Right 
 F load   

WP

BAROPODOMETRY - HEALTHY STATIC BAROPODOMETRY - HEALTHY

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY - KNEE PROSTHESIS 
WEARERS 

DYNAMIC BAROPODOMETRY - KNEE PROSTHESIS 
WEARERS 

Left load %

Right load %

Left B load

Left F load

Right B load

Right F load 

LOT A LOT B
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HEALTHY

VARIABLE

HEALTHY

HEALTHY

HEALTHY

HEALTHY

Left 
load %

Right 
load %

Left 
B load

Left 
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Right 
B load

Right 
 F load   
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load %

Left 
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Left 
F load

Right 
B load

Right 
 F load   

SUBJECTS WITH KNEE PROSTHESIS

STATIC BAROPODOMETRY

HEALTHY SUBJECTS
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HEALTHY SUBJECTS
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SUBJECTS WITH KNEE PROSTHESIS

ROMBERG’S TEST

HEALTHY SUBJECTS

KNEE PROSTHESIS 
WEARERS  

OE 
ball length

OE ellipse 
area

CE ellipse 
area

CE ball 
length

OE 
ball length

OE ellipse 
area

CE ellipse 
area

KNEE PROSTHESIS WEARERS

CE ball 
length

HEALTHY - LOT A (mean)

HEALTHY - LOT B (mean)

HEALTHY  WITHOUT INSOLES
(mean)

PROSTHESIS - LOT A
 (mean)

PROSTHESIS - LOT B 
(mean)

PROSTHESIS WITHOUT 
INSOLES(mean)

ROMBERG’S TEST - HEALTHY

OE ball length
OE ellipse area
CE ball length
CE ellipse area

HEALTHY

HEALTHY - LOT A HEALTHY - LOT B HEALTHY WITHOUT 
INSOLES

OE ball length
OE ellipse area
CE ball length
CE ellipse area

PROSTHESIS - LOT A PROSTHESIS - LOT B PROSTHESIS WITHOUT 
INSOLES (mean)

OE = open eyes; CE = closed eyes; Measurements in mm

OE ball length

OE ellipse area

CE ball length

CE ellipse area

LOT A LOT B WP

HEALTHY

HEALTHY

HEALTHY

HEALTHY
PROSTHESIS

PROSTHESIS

PROSTHESIS

PROSTHESIS

VARIABLE

KNEE PROSTHESIS 
WEARERS  

OE 
ball length

OE ellipse 
area

CE ellipse 
area

CE ball 
length

OE 
ball length

OE ellipse 
area

CE ellipse 
area

KNEE PROSTHESIS WEARERS

CE ball 
length

HEALTHY - LOT A (mean)

HEALTHY - LOT B (mean)

HEALTHY  WITHOUT INSOLES
(mean)

PROSTHESIS - LOT A
 (mean)

PROSTHESIS - LOT B 
(mean)

PROSTHESIS WITHOUT 
INSOLES(mean)

ROMBERG’S TEST - HEALTHY
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OE ellipse area
CE ball length
CE ellipse area

HEALTHY

HEALTHY - LOT A HEALTHY - LOT B HEALTHY WITHOUT 
INSOLES

OE ball length
OE ellipse area
CE ball length
CE ellipse area

PROSTHESIS - LOT A PROSTHESIS - LOT B PROSTHESIS WITHOUT 
INSOLES (mean)

OE = open eyes; CE = closed eyes; Measurements in mm

OE ball length

OE ellipse area

CE ball length

CE ellipse area

LOT A LOT B WP
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VARIABLE
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OE = open eyes; CE = closed eyes; Measurements in mm
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LOT A LOT B WP
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VARIABLE
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PROCESSING AND DESCRIPTION OF THE RESULTS 

Significant variations were found in the case / control comparison - healthy / prosthetic subjects for 

the Romberg’s Test.

For HEALTHY SUBJECTS the following Anova p value have emerged: 

• open eyes test (OA):

 <0.0182: length of sway equal to 602.95 mm of average for lot A and 595.38 mm of average 

for lot B

 <0.3610: surface of the ellipse equal to 73.52 mm2 of average for lot A and 128.38 mm2 of 

average for lot B, therefore with a tendency to significance in case of open eyes

• closed eyes test (OC):

 <0.0019: superficie dell’ellisse pari a 127.20 mm2 di media per il lotto A e 105.25 mm2 di media 

per il lotto B

 <0.6006: surface of the ellipse equal to 127.20 mm2 of average for lot A and 105.25 mm2 of 

average for lot B

Lot A results in greater stability in the length of the sway, especially when the eyes are closed (OC), 

where the brain control of the subject is less and there is a greater balance induced on the vestibular 

system. 

Furthermore, the surface of the ellipse recorded in the open eyes test (OA) becomes an indication of 

greater stability and balance for Lot A in all space planes.

For the SUBJECTS WITH KNEE PROSTHESIS, an analysis of the length of the sway was carried out, from 

“without orthotic insoles” altered values with respect to the norms of the normal population (which can 

be explained with balance alterations related to Age, BMI and previous intervention outcomes), in order 

to evaluate which lot affects the postural balance of the patient, by evaluating the ΔLot/”without orthotic 

insoles” (variation in the length of the sway between the lot and the basal value without orthotic insoles).

Length of sway (open eyes):

Δ Lot A/SP = 634.40 mm – 600.39  mm = 34.01mm

Δ Lot B/ SP = 614.48 mm – 600.39 mm = 14.09mm

Length of sway (closed eyes):

Δ Lot A / SP = 685.17 mm – 638.64  mm = 46.53mm

Δ Lot B / SP = 677.06 mm – 638.64 mm = 38.42mm
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It follows that the variation and therefore the effect on postural balance is greater for lot A with both 

open eyes (OA) and with closed eyes (OC). 

As for healthy subjects, the tendency to significance Anova p value <0.3610 of the surface of the 

ellipse in the open eye test is given by a surface of 71.66 mm2 of average in Lot A vs 83.20 mm2 of 

average in Lot B, which testifies a greater stability in lot A

To the foregoing the questionnaire of personal satisfaction of the subjects and the subjective feeling 

of referred comfort is added. The preference was 7/10 for Lot A (2/10 indifferent, 1/10 Lot B) with a 

satisfaction of 4-5 in 100% of the lot A.

It can therefore be stated that Lot A, thanks to the increase in balance and postural stability found in 

the results obtained by the Romberg’s Test, associated with the high degree of personal satisfaction 

and comfort detected by the subject in wearing the same lot, it can be a valid physiokinetic-therapeutic 

support and a valid aid in the maintenance of the functional performance in the follow-up.

CONCLUSIONS

According to the obtained results we can state that the class I medical device:  

PLANTARI FIT LOTTO A 

on the subjects who underwent the comparative clinical test has confirmed, thanks to the 

improvement of balance and postural stability as demonstrated by the results obtained 

through the Romberg’s Test, associated with the high degree of personal satisfaction and 

comfort felt by the subject in wearing the same lot, to be a valid physiokinetic-therapeutic 

support and a valid aid in the maintenance of the functional performance in the follow-up.
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